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Effect of pressure on the atomic volume of Ga and Tl up to 68 GPa

Olaf Schulte and Wilfried B. Holzapfel
FB 6 Physik, Universita¨t-GH-Paderborn, 33095 Paderborn, Germany

~Received 26 December 1995; revised manuscript received 15 October 1996!

The elemental metals Ga and Tl are studied under pressure in a diamond anvil cell by energy dispersive
x-ray diffraction. While Tl remains in the high-pressurecF4 structure up to the highest pressures achieved,
several phase transitions are observed in Ga. Different equation-of-state~EOS! forms are fitted to the experi-
mental data. A detailed analysis of the data shows that a simple first-order EOS form can describe the
isothermal pressure-volume behavior of all the phases for Ga as well as for Tl. Furthermore, a comparison of
the structural behavior under pressure is made for all the group-IIIA elements of the Periodic Table.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Progress in pressure generation with diamond anvil
~DAC! and suitable x-ray diffraction techniques resulted
the unique opportunity to study not only equations of st
~EOS! but also all the structural parameters of crystalli
solids in a pressure range previously accessible only to sh
wave experiments.1 Systematic investigations of the high
pressure behavior of the metallic elements have been con
trated previously on alkali2–4 and earth alkali metals,5–9 on
the transition elements,10,11 and on the lanthanides.12–18The
group-IIIA elements, however, have been studied previou
only in lower-pressure ranges, because no effects due to
tronic transitions were expected in these cases.19,20More re-
cent theoretical calculations of the phase stabilities for th
elements21–24 called also for experimental studies in an e
tended pressure range. For instance, studies on In up to
GPa gave evidence for an unexpected phase transition t
orthorhombic structure25,26and the theoretical prediction of
phase transition in Al from the low-pressurecF4 structure27

to a hP2 structure around 100 GPa~Ref. 28! was not con-
firmed by recent x-ray investigations to 220 GPa.29

Furthermore, a comparison of the extended EOS data
different EOS forms allows for a discrimination betwe
more or less suitable forms if accurate low-pressure data
also available for comparison with new data for the exten
p-V regions. Thereby, the use of some specific forms30 al-
lows us to distinguish between simple and more comp
compressional behavior31–33 by comparison with ultimate
asymptotic laws.34 It has also been shown that one of the
new forms is very useful to describe the pressure-volu
behavior of high-pressure phases for which the volume
zero pressure,V0, is usually unknown. This analysis illus
trates finally with the use of all the present data of Ga and
together with literature data also for B, Al, and In som
systematic trends of the group-IIIA elements and gives so
hints for special contributions from filled and unfilled out
d-electron shells to the EOS behavior of these elements

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Diffraction patterns of Ga and Tl were obtained by ener
dispersive x-ray diffraction~EDXD! using either a conven
550163-1829/97/55~13!/8122~7!/$10.00
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tional x-ray tube with a W anode and the conical slit syste
in the laboratory35 or with synchrotron radiation a
HASYLAB, DESY.36,37 High pressure was generated by
diamond anvil cell38,39 ~DAC! with an Inconel X750 gasket
Beveled diamond anvils with an outer culet diameter of 4
mm and an inner flat diameter of 300mm were used in the
studies extending the pressure range beyond 50 GPa. P
sures were measured with the ruby luminescence techniq40

on the basis of the nonlinear pressure scale.41 Liquid nitrogen
or mineral oil were used as the pressure-transmitting med
with no significant differences. For low-temperature me
surements the DAC was installed in a liquid nitrogen ba
cryostat.36

III. EDXD RESULTS

A. Gallium

Investigations on Ga were performed up to 67 GPa
room temperature and up to 40 GPa at 150 K. In this pr
sure range, several phase transitions have been obse
Starting from the orthorhombicoS8 structure ofa-Ga stable
at ambient conditions,42 four other modifications19,20,43,44

have been observed in the earlier studies in the pres
range below 8 GPa. Typical diffraction patterns for t
mixed phase region ofb-Ga (mS4) andcI12-GaII and for
the pure tI2-GaIII are shown in Fig. 1. In fact, the firs
spectrum in Fig. 1 for 19.8 GPa is typical for a puretI2
sample obtained after decreasing the pressure from sig
cantly higher pressures to reduce effects from phase mix
and ‘‘texture,’’ which refers here to nonideal intensity distr
butions among the allowed diffraction lines due to the occ
rence of coarse crystalline grains and possible preferred
entations after recrystallizations in the different pha
transitions. The next pattern in Fig. 1 taken after a furth
decrease of the pressure down to 15.2 GPa no longer
tains any traces of thetI2-GaIII phase but cannot be indexe
either to purecI12-GaII. Most likely, it contains already mi
nor admixtures ofb-Ga (mS4) and, vice versa, the pattern
at lower pessures are typical for a low-symmetry struct
corresponding to mainlyb-Ga (mS4) with possible admix-
tures still ofcI12-GaII. Due to the well-known metastabil
ties in this low-pressure part of the Ga phase diagram,19,24,44
8122 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 8123EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE ATOMIC VOLUME OF . . .
no equlibrium phase transition line could be determined
the low-pressure phasesa, b, and GaII, and typically the
effects of ‘‘texture’’ were even much stronger in the fir
pressure cycles of increasing pressure. For this reason, F
illustrates first of all the differentd spacings obtained on
increasing and decreasing pressure with different symb
Only lines with more than 5% intensity with respect to t
strongest line in each pattern are represented in this plot.
intensities and positions were obtained thereby from le
squares fits of Gaussian profiles to the diffraction lines w
the use of a specially adapted software.45 Due to the large
number of diffraction lines in the patterns of the mixe
b-Ga1GaII region illustrated also in Fig. 2, it is clear th
these patterns cannot be assigned to a purecI12-GaII phase
alone. For this reason,d values for the metastableb-Ga at
ambient pressure as well as forcI12-GaII according to the
literature data42–44 are also shown in Fig. 2, whereby th
pressure for the GaII data, which was not determined in
original measurement,43 has been selected in such a way th
the most dominant lines of GaII fit to the observed patte
Obviously, many of the observed lines in the mixedb-Ga
1GaII region can be assigned to one of these structu
however, due to the many lines and due to the~irreproduc-
ible! texture in the observed spectra, the indexing is
straightforward for the present data and further studies ar
progress to elucidate the present theoretical picture,24 which

FIG. 1. Typical EDXD patterns for Ga in the low-pressure stru
tures discussed in the text obtained with synchrotron radiation t
cally in 40 min with decreasing pressure.
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predicts thatb-Ga (mS4) is only a metastable phase b
tweena-Ga (oF8) andcI12-GaII at least at low tempera
tures.

Around 15 GPa on increasing pressure at ambient t
perature, Ga transforms to the body-centered tetrago
tI2-GaIII phase. ThistI2 structure is the same as for In
ambient pressure with ac/a ratio.A2 equivalent to a face-
centered tetragonal structure with four atoms in the unit c
(tF4) and with an axial ratio just slightly larger than 1. Th
phase transformation together with its hysteresis is cle
documented in the plot of thed values from the whole serie
of diffraction patterns in Fig. 2.

The variations of the lattice parametersa andc and also
of the atomic volume fortI2-GaIII under pressure are illus
trated in Fig. 3. Obviously, the two axes show different co
pressibilities andc/a decreases. Figure 4 presents the var
tion of thec/a ratio for thetI2 structure with respect to th
atomic volumeV. At V/V050.61 the value ofc/a becomes
A2, or, in thetF4 representation,c/a51. From the few data
points above 60 GPa it is not clear whether this change
c/a corresponds to a continuous or discontinuous appro
to the special value ofA2 in Fig. 4 or even to a possible
crossover toc/a ,A2 at higher pressures. However, stru
tural systematics19 with respect to the other heavier group-I
metals In and Tl as well as theoretical predictions24,46 give
strong hints that the occurrence of the specialc/a5A2
marks the stability of a new phase GaIV withcF4 structure
as noted in Fig. 5.

These ambient temperature data together with meas
ments at lower temperatures were finally used to const
the extended pressure temperature phase diagram of G
Fig. 5. Thereby, the slope of the boundary betwe
tI2-GaIII and cF4-GaIV has been estimated from an e
trapolation of thec/a data taken at low temperature, showin
an approach to the cubic value at 82 GPa and 150 K.
shaded area around this boundary represents the uncert
of this extrapolation. The shaded area for the boundary
tween the phasescI12-GaII andtI2-GaIII, however, repre-

FIG. 2. Observedd values for Ga under pressure at ambie
temperature. Solid circles refer to increasing pressure, open ci
to decreasing pressure. The triangles represent the previous si
crystal data~Ref. 44! for GaII and the diamonds the ambient pre
sure data~Ref. 43! for b-Ga. The dashed and solid lines represe
only guides to the eye andhkl values are given only for
tI2-GaIII.
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FIG. 3. Effect of pressure on
the lattice parametersa andc and
on the atomic volume for
tI2-GaIII at ambient temperature
Solid circles refer to increasing
pressure, open circles to decrea
ing pressure, and squares to th
previous low-pressure EDXD
measurements ~Ref. 20!. The
dashed lines represent polynomi
fits to the data of the lattice pa
rameters. The solid line through
the volume data resulted from
these fits.
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sents a region of hysteresis, whereby the solid and open s
bols indicate the forward and backward transition poin
respectively. The best estimate for the equilibrium ph
boundary is illustrated by the strong dashed line.

B. Thallium

The structural behavior of Tl was studied up to 68 G
with the observation of onlycF4-TlII at pressures above
GPa. The results for the atomic volume under pressure
shown in Fig. 6 together with earlier data. To convert the
earlier relativeV/V0 measurements to absolute atomic v
ume data,V050.028 59 nm3 was used for the atomic vol
ume at ambient conditions.42 Obviously, reasonable agree
ment within the experimental accuracy is found for all t
data from volumetric,47,48 shock wave,49 and angular disper
sive x-ray diffraction50 studies, as well as with our previou
EDXD results20 using a conventional x-ray source for th
lower-pressure region.

FIG. 4. Variation ofc/a with respect to the atomic volumeV for
tI2-GaIII at ambient temperature with the same symbols for
data as in Fig. 3. The solid line represents the result of the poly
mial fits for the lattice parameters, and the dotted line gives
c/a ratio for acF4 structure.
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IV. EOS FORMS FOR GROUP-IIIA ELEMENTS

In the past various procedures have been used to de
more or less physically justified analytic forms for the re
resentation ofp-V isotherms. These procedures have be
discussed in a recent review51 and also33 with respect to the
evaluation of EOS data for Zn, Cd, and Hg. Thereby,
most common second-order~two-parameter! forms origi-
nally given by Murnaghan,52 Birch,53 and Vinetet al.54 were
labeled MU2, BE2, and MV2, respectively, and some mo
recent forms30,51with the correct asymptotic limit at ultimate
compression were labeledH11 andH12 to distinguish the
corresponding first- and second-order forms.

Furthermore, a convenient ‘‘linearization-scheme’’ of th
form h(x)5 ln(p/pFG)2 ln(12x) was introduced30 with
x5(V/V0)

1/3 and the ~nonrelativistic! Fermi gas pressure
pFG5aFG(Z/V)

5/3, which involves besides the atomic num
berZ and the atomic volumeV only the characteristic con
stantaFG5\2/me(3/p)

2/3/20523.37 MPa nm5.
With the literature data29,49,55–61for Al the corresponding

h(x) plot, Fig. 7, illustrates, first of all, that ‘‘simple
solids’’30 are characterized just by a linearh-x relation all

FIG. 5. Phase diagram for Ga. For details see text.
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55 8125EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE ATOMIC VOLUME OF . . .
the way down to ambient conditions (x51) from ultimate
compression,x!0.01, where relativistic effects have to b
taken into account. Recent EDXD measurements29 together
with previous shock wave,49,55,56 theoretical,57–60 and
ultrasonic61 data illustrate that this group-IIIA element ap
pears to be the most well-studied case which closely follo
this linear relation. This linear relation corresponds direc
to the first-order formH11 with onlyK0 as free parameter
K08 , on the other hand, is thereby correlated toK0 andV0

throughpFG0 by the formK08532 ln(3K0 /pFG0) as discussed

in detail previously.30,51 In fact,V0 is thereby usually treated
as a given value and not as a free parameter which
restricts the fitting just to the one parameterK0.

This simple case can demonstrate most readily that
trapolations of most of the other empirical forms like MU
BE2, or MV2 lead rather rapidly to strong divergences
strong compression with respect to the experimental and
oretical data, especially if the same~experimental! values are

FIG. 6. EOS data of Tl at ambient temperature from the pres
study ~solid circles! together with previous data from the literatu
@Br41 ~Ref. 47!, VK70 ~Ref. 48!, KK72 ~Ref. 49!, LR91 ~Ref. 50!,
SN91 ~Ref. 20!#.

FIG. 7. EOS data for Al at ambient temperature from the lite
ture @GL95 ~Ref. 29!, KK72 ~Ref. 49!, NM88 ~Ref. 55!, MN91
~Ref. 56!, MR79 ~Ref. 57!, GS81~Ref. 58!, BT84 ~Ref. 59!, MZ88
~Ref. 60!, LR73 ~Ref. 61!# including shock wave~SW!, x-ray dif-
fraction ~XR!, and ultrasonic~US! measurements as well as the
retical ~TH! data in an h-x representation using
h5 ln(p/pFG)2 ln(12x). The linear interpolationH11 and different
extrapolations MU2, BE2, and MV2 correspond to common E
forms discussed in the text.
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used in all these forms for the ‘‘free parameters’’K0 and
K08 .

This observation stimulates the attempt to use the fo
H11 not only for low-pressure but also for high-pressu
phases equally well for all the other group-IIIA elements ju
with the two parametersV0 andK0 adjusted by least-square
fitting. Thereby, one has to keep in mind that these two
rameters are not directly measurable quantities for hi
pressure phases, but nevertheless bear some direct phy
meaning characterizing the metastable state of the h
pressure phase at ambient conditions.

For the comparison of different~high-pressure! phases of
one given substance with different values ofV0 for each
phase as well as for the comparison of EOS data for differ
substances with different values ofZ and V0, it is more
convenient30,51 to plot h versus s using s5s0x with
s05(3ZV0/4p)1/3. In this case, one obtains~approximately!
the same Thomas-Fermi slope for all the phases and

nt

-

FIG. 8. EOS data fortI2-GaIII at ambient temperature with
previous results@SN91 ~Ref. 20!# together with data fora-Ga
(oS8) @GS74 ~Ref. 62!# in an h-s representation using
h5 ln(p/pFG)2 ln(12s/s0) with the Fermi gas pressurepFG and the
parameters explained in the text.

FIG. 9. EOS data for Tl at ambient temperature in anh-s rep-
resentation usingh5 ln(p/pFG)2 ln(12s/s0) with the Fermi gas
pressurepFG and the parameters explained in the text togethe
with various data from the literature@Br41 ~Ref. 47!, VK70 ~Ref.
48!, KK72 ~Ref. 49!, LR91 ~Ref. 50!, SN91~Ref. 20!, GS74~Refs.
62 and 63!#.
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8126 55OLAF SCHULTE AND WILFRIED B. HOLZAPFEL
stances at ultimate compression. This will be shown late
Fig. 10 in the comparison of all the EOS data for the grou
IIIA elements.

A. EOS data for Ga

The present EOS data for the high-pressure ph
tI2-GaIII are represented in Fig. 8 in the form of anh-s plot
together with the one data point foroS8-GaI at ambient
conditions corresponding to the given values42,62 for V0 and
K0 of this phase. The straight line interpolations of the fo
H11 for both of these phases represent the present best fi
this form to the data within the given accuracy. One may j
note that the valueV0(tI2-GaIII!50.0187~1! nm3 is about
5% smaller than the value foroS8-GaI. The value for the
bulk modulus,K0(tI2-GaIII!547~2! GPa, is significantly
smaller than the corresponding~isothermal! value
K0(oS8-GaI!556 GPa from ultrasonic measurements62 for
the low-pressure phaseoS8-GaI. The present value
K08(tI2-GaIII!55.4~1! can be compared only to
K08(oS8-GaI!55.1 derived from the corresponding valu
for V0 and K0 by the use of the linear interpolationH11.
Thereby, the numbers in brackets represent only the stan
deviations of the least-squares fits for the formH11 with
strongly correlated values forV0, K0, andK08 . The standard
deviationsV for the volume of thep-V data with respect to
the fitted curve is thereby 1.9%, including the uncertaint
in the pressure determination. Due to the strong correla
of the extrapolated values forV0, K0, andK08 also in any
fitting procedure of any other EOS form, not too much e
phasis should be given to these actual values. In fact, th
of a second-order Birch equation results even in a lar
value forV0, a smaller value forK0, and an unreasonabl
large value forK08.8. Whether such unreasonable values
related to the instability of the high-pressure phase un
these conditions or just to the wide extrapolation needed w
any of these fitted forms remains an open question.

B. EOS data for Tl

The present data for the high-pressure phasecF4-TlII are
illustrated in Fig. 9 in the form of anh-s plot together with

FIG. 10. EOS data for group-IIIA elements in anh-s represen-
tation. The solid curves represent the range of the experime
data, thin lines represent interpolations, and the dotted line il
trates the average behavior of ‘‘ideal’’ solids~Ref. 30!.
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previous data for the same phase from volumetric,47,48shock
wave,49 and x-ray measurements at lower pressures.20,50 In
addition also previous volumetric,47,48 shock wave,49 and
ultrasonic62,63 data are given for the low-pressure pha
hP2-TlI. Since the EOS data from shock wav
measurements49 represent only a smooth fitting without tak
ing into account the volume discontinuity at the TlI→TlII
phase transition, only the other data are used together
the present results in the least-squares fitting of anH11 form
to the EOS data for the high-pressure phasecF4-TlII. The
best fitting valuesV050.028~1! nm3, K0529~4! GPa, and
K0856.3 with sV51.3% show just a slight decrease ofV0

with respect toV0(hP2-TlI!50.02852 nm3, a small de-
crease forK0 with respect to the corresponding~isothermal!
value K0(hP2-TlI!535.3 GPa from ultrasonic measure
ments, and no significant change inK08~hP2-TlI!56.2 when
the ultrasonic value forK0 is used with the formH11. Ul-
trasonic measurements62 resulted, however, inK08~hP2-TlI!
54.11, but it is not clear whether the apparent differen
between these values forK08 is really significant with respec
to the typical uncertainties of ultrasonic values forK08 .

V. DISCUSSION

If one compares the present results for structural ph
transitions in Ga and Tl under pressure with the theoret
phase diagram for the metallic group-IIIA metals,19,24,46one
may notice some major discrepancies.

~i! There is no tendency of Tl to enter into a tetragon
phase under pressure.

~ii ! The predictedtI2-cF4 phase transition occurs in G
only at 85 GPa~at 0 K! in contrast to the much lower pre
dicted transition pressure of about 22 GPa which is obtai
with the present EOS data from the predicted critical elect
density parameter46 r S51.98 a.u. Thereby, r S5@3V/
(4pZc)]

1/3 and the conduction electron numberZc53 are
used in the calculation of the corresponding value forV.
Also the most recent theoretical study24 predicts thistI2-
cF4 phase transition at 0 K already at 25 GPa, in contrast t
the present data, and the prediction of acI12-cF4 phase
transition at 14.5 GPa and 0 K with minor temperature
effects24 does not fit to the present experimental data w
extended stability of the intermediatetI2 phase.

One may thus conclude that the present data for Ga an
together with the previous experimental data for In~Refs. 26
and 31! and for Al ~Ref. 29! deserve still more detailed struc
tural calculations and also a major revision of the generali
phase diagram46 for the metallic group-IIIA elements.

If one compares all the available EOS data for the gro
IIIA elements in the form of theh-s representation given in
Fig. 10, one can notice that all the data are represen
within the present accuracy just by straight lines. These li
interpolate between the low-pressure data andh~0! 5 0 for
ultimate compression for all the different phases and e
ments with only minor differences in the slopes for differe
phases of these elements. Additionally, recent data from n
tron diffraction studies on botha- andb-B under pressures
up to 10 GPa~Ref. 64! are included in this figure.

On the other hand, a comparison of these EOS data w
the ~average! behavior of ‘‘ideal’’ solids30 shows also some

tal
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55 8127EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE ATOMIC VOLUME OF . . .
systematic trends: First of all,B, with its strong covalents-
p bonds and its semiconducting behavior, is stiffer than
the other group-IIIA elements. This is similar to the spec
stiffness already observed for the lighter group-IVA e
ments C, Si, and Ge in their covalent~semiconducting! low-
pressure phases.30,65In the comparison of Al with Ga, In, and
Tl one can notice an extra softness of the heavier eleme
where the occupiedd bands may contribute some weak a
ditional bonding. This effect is most pronounced for G
where the 3d band is much lower in comparison with In an
Tl, because the 3d band is not affected by an addition
orthogonality constraint with respect to lower occupiedd
bands as in the case for the 4d and 5d bands of In and Tl,
respectively. Nevertheless, this additional bonding in
heavier group-IIIA metals appears to be so weak that
special softening under pressure occurs as typically obse
for the heavier alkali, earth alkali, and rare earth metals
der pressure.4,9,13 Thus, all the group-IIIA elements with al
v.
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their high-pressure phases can be described as ‘‘simple’’
terials from the point of view of their simple straight lin
behavior in thish-s plot. This corresponds to an accura
representation of all their EOS data by the simple EOS fo
H11, which correlates all the higher-order pressure deri
tivesK08 , K09, . . . just to the starting valuesV0 andK0. To-
gether with the atomic numberZ these two values are the
only needed for each phase to reproduce all the availa
EOS data for these elements.
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